ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Live muscle tissue has the potential to be a new type of actuator, having numerous degrees of freedom, regenerative capabilities, and a wide range of sizes (5 um ~ 1 m) and force generation (~5 uN ~ 1 kN) [1] . These advantages can potentially be used for multi-DOF micro surgical tools, submillimeter to millimeter scale robots, and other machines that are difficult to build with traditional actuators. An ideal engineered muscle tissue requires adequate size and form factor, highly aligned multi-nucleate cell structure, and fully differentiated, mature construction [2] . In the last decade a number of research efforts have been reported on engineered muscle tissues, but conventional studies have been limited to 2D environments [3] [4] , muscle tissues in vivo [5] , electrical stimulation [6] [7] , and cardiac muscle cells [8] . Also, the artificial muscle tissues are by far inferior to the natural muscle in terms of output strain, stress [9] , and controllability [2] . Breakthroughs must be made to produce practically useful muscle actuators that are fully mature and functional as well as controllable.
The present work focuses on two key technologies towards the development of mature and functional skeletal muscle tissue that can be controlled with high spatiotemporal resolution. One is 3D myogenic culturing for the formation and maturation of fascicle-like skeletal muscle tissue in vitro, and the other is optogenetic coding for activating a muscle strip by projecting a light beam.
Skeletal muscle is a highly organized and hierarchical tissue. It consists of fascicles that are a bundle of skeletal muscle fibers, and research of fascicle-like structure will be necessary to scale up muscle actuators in the future. We have developed a device which can culture myoblasts into fasciclelike structures which are closer to in vivo environments. Specifically, the device allows muscle cells to grow away from contact with stiff surfaces, only anchoring at both ends. In
